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BASEBALL
In the 1950’s baseball was the dominant sport in the United States, revered by so many  that it was 
often referred to as the national pastime. Evoking nostalgia among its many fans and, at the time, 
representing a major “color line” breakthrough when the sport was integrated in 1947 5. That same 
year, Jackie Robinson started playing for the Brooklyn Dodgers 8. The Dodgers team founded in 1883 
as the Brooklyn Grays changed its name in 1895 to the Brooklyn Trolley Dodgers, named after the 
dangerous trolley cars that constituted public transit in Brooklyn at the time. Pedestrians on the city 
streets had to “Dodge” the trolley cars to avoid death or accidents 11. The team name was quickly 
shortened to the Brooklyn Dodgers, highlighted in the Notes of the Diamond 36. From 1913 to 1957 
all the Brooklyn Dodger home team games were played at Ebbet’s field in Flatbush, Brooklyn 13. After 
a disagreement with City Hall about building a new stadium, the owner Walter O’Malley, decided 
to move the Dodgers team to Los Angeles and since 1958 they became the Los Angeles Dodgers 9. 

Ted Stamm, in his childhood, developed a strong interest in baseball, being born in Brooklyn in 
1944, he naturally focused on the Brooklyn Dodgers. Stamm’s attachment to baseball continued in 
adulthood, collecting historic baseball postcards and documenting the game of baseball through 
his own photographs 21. Stamm also created his own baseball game, he constructed a miniature 
baseball diamond in his studio and would throw dice to determine the winner of two teams, 
meticulously following the actual schedule of the professional teams 12. He furthered his fascination 
with baseball, through experiments and customizations of the Dodgers baseball uniform. He 
designed his own “Dodger” baseball cap 23 and “Dodger” tee-shirt jersey incorporating a design he 
developed for a custom typeface font 28. The “Dodger” shape used in Stamm’s artwork developed 
into a variety of prototypes on rubber stamps, stencils, adhesive labels, balls 24 and tags 3. In an 
interview, Stamm proposed one of his more original concepts, that the visiting baseball team, in a 
finals playoff tournament, be allowed to wear all-black uniforms. These concepts relate to Stamm’s 
own creative uniform inspired dress code of nine pairs of black jeans, all white tee-shirts and one 
black leather jacket 37.

Stamm would continue to follow baseball on television as well as attend actual live games, 
developing a special familiarity with certain players and style characteristics, such as Oscar Gamble. 



Stamm documented Oscar Gamble on television, through news articles at bat or playing in the 
field and researched information on Gamble by contacting The Major League Baseball organization 
to obtain historic information on his uniform number 30. Gamble wore the uniform number “17” 
between 1976 – 1977, Stamm considered “17” his lucky number and collected documentation of 
photographs and ephemera related to the number “17”. During Gamble’s long successful career 
in baseball as an outfielder and designated hitter, he played in Major League Baseball for “17” 
seasons, from 1969 – 1985, for seven teams: the Chicago White Sox, New York Yankees, Chicago 
Cubs, Philadelphia Phillies, Cleveland Indians, San Diego Padres and Texas Rangers 18. Gamble’s 
large hair and moustache became a stylistic trademark, he famously thrived on this, and was always 
a favorite baseball player with sportswriters . Stamm’s affinity for Gamble’s style was reflected in his 
own personal appearance 37.

Another aspect of baseball that Stamm focused on is its many statistics and rule systems, such as 
batting average, earned run average, abbreviations and numericals. He used similar systems for 
abbreviating titles of his artwork series and affixing numbers to them that reference sequence or 
date, for example: DGR-1 and DGR-22-1 19. Stamm’s rigorous use of abbreviations is found throughout 
his titles for paintings, works on paper, mail art and archival material 3.
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DODGERS
Ted Stamm, in 1975, simultaneously developed the Woosters and the Dodgers series. The latter 
titled after the Brooklyn Dodgers baseball team. The Dodgers curved forms and right angles derive 
from the shape of the baseball field diamond 3.

The Dodger series, by far the largest group of work in Stamm’s oeuvre, remained a focus throughout 
his practice until his death in 1984. Starting with the Dodgers in 1975 to 1978 the works were titled 
with the abbreviation “DGR” for “Dodger”.  Then evolved into the “C-DGR” for “Concorde Dodgers” 
from 1978 to 1983. The “C” in the title refers to the supersonic “Concorde” aircraft, Stamm would 
often travel to see it arrive and depart at John F. Kennedy International Airport, JFK in New York. 
Other permutations include: “ZYR” for “Zephyr” in 1978 to 1979, “ZCT” for “Zephyr Concorde” in 1981 
to 1982 and “SLDR” for “Slider Dodgers” in 1981 to 1982. The “Z” in the title refers to the futuristic 
“Zephyr” train that set a speed record for travel between Denver and Chicago in 1934 22.

Stamm enacts an almost cartographic transposition of these horizontal topographies into the 
vertical orientation of painting. Of course Stamm’s works are fully abstract, and it is unnecessary 
for the viewer to know the origins of what he or she is looking at in order to experience them the 
way the artist intended. Stamm goes a step further than other artists, selecting his shapes precisely 
for their irreducibility to anything specific in the sense of being familiar and known to the viewer 1. 

His obsession with baseball informed and influenced the largest series of work Stamm created, 
titled “Dodgers” consisting of paintings, works on paper, sketches, tags, documentations of street 
art and mail art 4. 



DODGER 
PAINTINGS
The “Dodger” paintings went through many transformations, the development from 1975 to 
1984 reveals how, within that system, the shape was refined and augmented over time. From the 
beginning of his use of black, all of Stamm’s paintings are more or less flat. With the more even 
application of black, the disappearance of any drips and the use of a non-reflective black (NRB)  

paint 35, that characteristic became more exaggerated 3. 

The early “Dodgers” consisting of eccentric shapes were painterly, drippy and created with multiple 
canvases. In 1978, the “Dodger” shape morphed into a more regular shape, with arched stretchers 
that emphasizes frontality, flatness and the integration of the overall form with the internal drawing 
of the painted canvas. Stamm became increasingly engaged with the concept of speed 16  and 
evolved the “Dodgers” form into a new group titled “C-Dodgers”, the “C” in the title refers to the 
supersonic “Concorde” aircraft 19. All of the paintings continued Stamm’s investigation into the 
possibilities of shape, line, pigment, canvas and architectonic structure 2 7. In this system, shape 
was a constant that was refined and augmented over time, while Stamm readily diversified the 
internal forms 1.

Stamm’s Dodgers paintings are in the permanent collections of several prominent museums; 
C-DGR-5 Concorde Dodger at the Guggenheim in New York 33; C-DGR-7 Concorde Dodger at The 
Museum of Contemporary Art MOCA in Los Angeles 34 and ZYR–7  Zephyr in The Brooklyn Museum 
in Brooklyn 31.
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DODGER 
WORKS ON PAPER
The importance of drawing is central to how Stamm worked and conceptually developed his 
work, attested by the numerous studies and autonomous drawings executed simultaneously with 
the paintings 14. The completed drawings explore, within a format closer to the paintings, many 
compositional options and various drawing elements as the work is slowly built up by layer upon 
layer of graphite. A time consuming process that could take more than a week to finish. Developing 
out of the progressive formal logic impart, a satisfying completeness 7. The studies reveal that the 
cohesion of what Stamm exhibited was enabled by a great diversity of experimentation and trial 
and error in the studio 1. There, not unlike an engineer, he tested various paint types, colors and 
compositional options within the rigorously determined formats 37.



DGR-25-9 (DODGER) 1976

GRAPHITE AND RED PENCIL ON PAPER
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DODGER
PHOTOGRAPHY
In the mid-1970s, Stamm was in the forefront making very early graffiti street tagging interventions 
before the practise became popular in the 1980’s 3. He titled these street tag work Designators. 
Using a small stencil of his “Dodger” shape, Stamm painted the shape in black on buildings and 
other locations in New York City that had personal significance 17. Locations such as the building 
he lived in, the steps of his local post office, buildings in which close friends lived, The Brooklyn 
Bridge,  and the Subway stops in SoHo, all had biographic importance to Stamm 3. On subsequent 
visits, Stamm would alter and add marks to the original tags, each of which was based on duration 
and perseverance. Stamm documented each visit by photographing and dating the development 
over time of the tag interventions 26. 

In 1978, Stamm installed a site-specific series of 8 Gold Designators in the hallways of MoMA P.S.1, 
Long Island City, New York 29. The following year in 1979, he proposed an exhibition of 31 Revisited 
Designators at Artist’s Space in SoHo. The exhibition would have consisted of framed photographs 
of the work along with a continuous slide presentation of the various stages of his Designators 
documented interventions 32. By bringing his studio practice to the street, Stamm reflected on a 
broader moment in the art world in the 1970s New York 15 and registered his presence in the world 3. 
The dialogue with the street in return also informed Stamm’s practice and work in his studio.



GOLD DGR DSG (DODGER DESIGNATOR) 1978  

PS1 MOMA LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK TED STAMM ARCHIVE ©2021



31 REVISITED DESIGNATORS (5) 1979  
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DODGER
MAIL ART
Stamm also engaged in other conceptual projects that juxtaposed intimacy and distance 27. The 
term “mail art” was coined in the 1960s 20. In the 1970s the concept of mail art grew considerably, 
being an affordable and easily shareable flexible expressive extension of an artist studio practise 10. 

Stamm participated in the artistic movement centered around sharing mail art with friends. He 
created a custom Dodger shape in the form of stamps and stencils applied the shape with a variety 
of materials, paint, collage, glitter, vivid colors and text all on paper postcards. The postcards each 
dated and shared with a number of friends. One such exchange was with On Kawara that mailed 
Stamm 30 postcards from his “I Got Up” series. Stamm in return mailed, On Kawara five postcards 
with the Dodger stamp marked with the date the work was mailed. Stamm photographed, titled 
and documented these mail art exchanges and marked them in his archive as special projects 27. 
Stamm’s mail art postcards were exhibited in 1977 and in 1984 at the Mail Art exhibition at Franklin 
Furnace in New York 25.
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DODGER
MUSEUM COLLECTIONS



C-DGR-5 (Concorde Dodger) 1980  

oil on canvas  

36 x 109 in / 92.7 x 278.1 cm

guggenheim museum, new york TED STAMM ARCHIVE ©2021



C-DGR-7 (Concorde Dodger) 1980  

oil on canvas  

37.5 x 109 in / 95.25 x 276.86 cm  

THE MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART (MOCA), LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA TED STAMM ARCHIVE ©2021



CD-35-7 (Concorde Dodger) 1976  

Graphite and red pen on paper  

22 x 30 in / 55.9 x 76.2 cm 

ART GALLERY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA, PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA TED STAMM ARCHIVE ©2021



CD-7 (Concorde Dodger) 1979  

Graphite on paper  

22 x 30 in / 55.9 x 76.2 cm  

ART GALLERY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA, PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA TED STAMM ARCHIVE ©2021



DODGERS SHIRT 

LETTERING BY TED STAMM  1978  

101 WOOSTER STREET NEW YORK TED STAMM ARCHIVE ©2021
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